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ABSTRACT 
Some remarks are made conceming the range of individual singular values of 
sums and products of two complex square matrices, when these are allowed to vary in 
their orbits under unitary equivalente. An analogous question is considered for 
invariant factors of products of matrices over a principal ideal domain. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let cz > *** > (Y, and p1 > *** 2 & 
bers. Consider the following two problems: 
be given nonnegative real num- 
PROBLEM 1. Find necessary and sufficient conditions for a number y to 
be a singular value of AB, where A is a complex n X n matrix with singular 
values czl,. . . , a, and B is a complex n x n matrix with singular values 
PI,..., P,. 
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PROBLEM 2. The same as Problem 1 but with the requirement that y be 
the k th singular value of AR, k an integer between 1 and 12 (singular values 
always taken in decreasing order). 
Solutions for both problems are known (see below for references). It is 
clear that a solution to Problem 2 immediately gives a solution to Problem 1: 
simply “join” the conditions for al1 k. Under close inspection, that composite 
condition is seen to collapse to a much simpler one. This analysis, involving 
only inequalities between real numbers, is one of the main purposes of this 
paper (sec Section 5). It is carried out in a genera1 setting and then applied to 
the above problems, as wel1 as to the corresponding ones for singular values 
of sums of matrices and for invariant factors of products of nonsingular 
matrices over a principal ideal domain. 
2. THE kTH SINGULAR VALUE OF A PRODUCT 
In this and the following section, oi > *-* > (Y, and Pi > **- z /3, are 
fixed nonnegative real numbers, and k E {l, . . . , n). 
The solution to Problem 2 is given by 
THEOREM 1. Given a real number y, there exist complex n x n matrices 
A and B with singular values LY~, . . . , a, and pl,. . . , p,, respectively, such 
that y is the kth singular value of AB $and only if 
(1) 
Proof. The necessity of (1) d is ue to Ky Fan [2]. For the suffkiency, we 
begin by noting that the upper and lower bounds in (1) are attained. For the 
former, take A := diagta,, . . . , cq,) and 
B:=diag(Bk,Pk-,,...,P,,B,,Bk+,,Bk+,,...,P,). 
For the latter take the same A and 
B := diag( P,,Pz,...,Bk-l,BnrBn-1,...,Pk+lrPk). 
The proof ends with the remark that the set of possible 7’s is the range of a 
continuous function, namely the k th singular value of 
diag(cu,,..., ~,)I-Jdiag(Pi,...,P,) 
on the unitary group. ??
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Theorem 1 appears explicitly in [3], where (1) is actually the solution to a 
slightly more genera1 problem. 
3. THE kTH SINGULAR VALUE OF A SUM 
THEOREM 2. Given a real number 7, there exist complex n X n matrices 
A and B with singular values til, . . . , a, and PI,. . . , P,, respectively, such 
that y is the kth singular value of A + B i;f and only if 
Oc~~_k{“k+i - Bi+l> fik+i - az+l> 
. . 
O) Q YG ,y:2k{ai ’ Pk-ifl}. c2) 
.., 
Proof. The necessity of (2) is again due to Ky Fan [2]. For the suffi- 
ciency, it is enough, as in Theorem 1, to show that the two bounds are 
attained (here our continuous function is defined on the product of the 
unitary group with itself). 
For the upper bound, use the same matrices as in Theorem 1. 
Denote by mk, ,,( CX, p) the lower bound in (2). 
First of all, suppose that mk, “(a, p> = 0. This means that (Yk+i < pi+ 1 
ad Bk+i Q ai+l> for i = l,..., n. Then, by a result of [9], there exist A and 
B with singular values czi, . . . , a, and &, . . . , &, respectively, such that 
ra& A + B) < k - 1, that is, such that the k th singular value of A + B is 
0. 
Suppose now that mk.,I(<Y, 0) > 0. If k = n, then, assuming (Y, > P, 
(the case p,, > c~i is analogous), the matrices A := diag( CY], . . . , a,) and 
B := diag(-P,,..., -&)will do. 
Let k < n. Fix t such that ak+t - &+i = mk,.((Y, B) > 0 [the case 
P k+t - %+l = mk.n ( CY, @ > > 0 is analogous]. We shall handle this situation 
by induction. 
Define the following sequences of length n - 1: 
a’:=(ai:lgi<n,i#k+t) 
and 
B’ := ( pi : 1 ( i < n, i # t + 1). 
By induction, there exist (n - 1) X (n - 1) matrices A’ and B ’ with 
singular values (Y ’ and P ‘, respectively, such that the k th singular value of 
A’+B’is m k,n_l((Y’,p’). It is easy to see that mk,n_,(~‘, p’) is the 
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greatest of the following numbers: 
0, 
"k+i - Pi+1 for 0 di <n -k, i #t, 
Pk+i - ai+l for O<i<t-kort+k<i<n, 
Pk+i - ai for t-k+2<i<t+k-1. 
SinCe Pk+i - CYi < Pk+i - ffi+l, We have q_-i(ff’, p’) < rrQn((Y, PI. 
The matrices A := A’ @ [‘Y~+~] and B := B’ @J [-p,+i] now serve our 
purpose. W 
4. THE kTH INVARIANT FACTOR OF A PRODUCT 
Let LS be a principal ideal domain, ai,. . . , a, and b,, . . . , b, fured 
elements of 2, satisfying the divisibility conditions 
aiIa,_i and biIbi_l for i = 2,...,n. 
Moreover let US fix k E (1,. . . , n}. Then, if A and B are n X n matrices 
over 2 with invariant factors ui, . . . , u, and b,, . . . , b,, respectively, and c is 
the k th invariant factor of AB (invariant factors always taken in the above 
divisibility order), we have 
lcm{ak+i n b _i:O<i<n-k} IcI gCd{Uibk_i+l:l<iGk). (3) 
The exact patemity of this result is unclear. Much more genera1 state- 
ments appear, e.g., in [5] and [ll]. As expl ame in [4], some of these results, d 
in particular (31, hold f or matrices over more general rings, but here we shall 
restrict ourselves to principal ideal domains. 
Now for the converse. If c is an element of 9 satisfying (3), is c 
attainable as the k th invariant factor of a product AB, where A and B have 
invariant factors ui,. . . , u, and b,, . . . , b,, respectively? The answer is yes, as 
follows from Theorem 3 below. Fix an arbitrary prime p ~9, and consider 
the local principal ideal domain 
gp:= i:u,bES’,p t bandgcd(u,b) =I}. 
( 
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We shall solve om problem over gr. A technical argument (into which we 
shall not enter-see e.g. [l] or [ll]) then allows the solution to be lifted to 
the “global” ring ~8’. 
The localization of the problem means essentially that we shall be working 
only with powers of p. We restrict ourselves to nonsingular matrices. 
Let cxi > *** > (Y, and /3i > *** > B,, be nonnegative integers, and 
k E (1,. . .) n]. 
THEOREM 3. Given an integer y, there exist n X n matrices A and B 
over SP with invariant factors pul,. . . , pan and p pl,. . . , p p*, respectively, 
such that p y is the kth invariant factor of AB if and only if 
Proof. The necessity follows from (3). Let US prove the suffìciency. 
For n = 1 the matter is trivial. 
Let n = 2. If k = 1 take 
If k = 2 take 
Let n 2 3. We have two cases. 
First case: k = 1 or k = n. Suppose k = 1 (the case k = n wil1 
by considering adjoint matrices). Our hypothesis is 
max{ cxi + B,, ff2 f &_r,..., a, + Pi) G Y G ai + Pi, 
which is the same as 
maxIal + P,, cx + Pn_2,..., ff, + Pi) G Y G al + Pi 
and 
‘ollow 
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From the first of these conditions it follows by induction that there exist 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) matrices A’ and B ’ over .y;pP with invariant factors 
p*l, ~“3 ,..., p*n and pp1 ,..., pP.-2, pp*), respectively, such that py is the 
kth invariant factor of A’B’. Since cr2 + @,_ 1 < y, the matrices A := A’ @ 
[ p Lip] and B := B ’ @ [ p flnm 11 now serve our purpose. 
Second case: 1 < k < n. Suppose ffk + Pk > y (the case (Yk + & < y 
is analogous). Then we have 
It follows from the first case that there exist (n - k + 1) X (n - k + 1) 
matrices A’ and B’ over 9p with invariant factors p”k, p”k+ 1,. . . , pan and 
pPk, PP”1 ,...> pp”, respectively, such that pY is the first invariant factor of 
A’B ‘. Then the matrices 
A:=diag(p”l,...,p*r-~1) @A and B:=diag(pP~-I,...,pPl)~~’ 
serve our purpose. 
Using the remarks made above, we now can state: 
THEOREMA. Givena,I*.* Ia,, b,,I*+* Ib,,andcin~(witha,b,#O) 
and k E (1,. . . , n}, there ex& nonsingular n X n matrices A and B over 9 
with invariant factors al,. . . , a, and b,, . . . , b,,, respectively, such that c is 
the kth invariantfactor of AB ifand only if (3) holds. ??
5. SIMPLIFICATION OF INEQUALITIES 
The conditions (l), (2) and (4) show a striking resemblance. In this 
section, our purpose is to show that when we take the union, for k = 
1,2,..., n, of the intervals defined by those conditions, we get a set with a 
simple description. 
Suppose given n2 + n real numbers eij, E,,7, defined for those indices 
i,j, r, s E {l, . . . . n} such that i + j > n + 1 > r + s. We shall be interested 
in the sets 
Fk = Fk(e, E) := 
defined for k = 1,2,. . . , n, and their union 
F = F(e, E) := F, U Fz U ... U F,,. 
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In what follows it wil1 always be assumed that 
for al1 relevant values of the indices involved, such that Z > i, J z j, R > r, 
S > s (note that we must have u + o = rx + 1). Of course, (eij : i + j > n + 
1) and (E,, : r + s < n + 1) can be augmented to matrices e = [eijl and 
E = [ Eij] (defined for al1 i, j E 11,. . . , n}) satisfying 
eij > el], Eij a EI], Eij 2 eij, (6) 
for al1 i, j, Z, J E (1,. . . , n) such that i Q Z and j < J. (It is enough to define 
Eij := eij for i + j > n + 1 and ers := E,, for r + s < 12 + 1.) 
Henceforward, then, we shall assume given two n X n matrices e and E 
satisfying (6). 
For 1 < i, < i, < *** < i, < n and 1 <j, <j, < *** <j, Q n the 
symbol Fk[ii...im/ j, *** j,] denotes the interval Fk(e’, E’) where e’ and 
E’ are the m X m matrices defìned by e:, := eij, and Ei, := Eirjs. Define 
als0 
F[i 1”. i,lj, . . . jm] := fi Fk[ii . . . i,lj, . . . jm]. 
k=l 
To lighten the exposition, write a A b and a V b for the minimum and 
the maximum, respectively, of the numbers a and b. 
THEOREM 5. For any r < R and s Q S we have F[rRlsS] c F. 
Proof. By definition, 
F[rRlsS] = [e,,, E,, A ERsI U [e,, V eRst Er,]. 
Let x E F[rRlsS], and assume that x lies in the interval [e,s V eRs, E,,] 
(the case x E [e,,, E,, A ERs] is analogous, working with the dual order and 
rearranging the matrices e and E). We have then 
If x < ekn then ern < e,, < ekn, and therefore k + 1 < r; from x Q E,, it 
follows that x < E,+ I I. Hence 
x >Ek+l,l = x > ek,,. 
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Analogously 
x ‘IG,k+r * x > enk. 
Let k be the largest index such that 
x < min Ei k_i+l. 
lsi<k ’ 
If k = n, then clearly x E F,,. Suppose k < n. There exists t E (1, . . . , k + 11 
such that 
X ’ Et,k-t+z. 
We shall prove that x E Fk, i.e. that 
(7) 
x>e n-i,k+i for i=O,l,..., n-k. (8) 
(71 clearly implies (8) for 0 < i < n - k. It remains to show that x 2 e,,k 
and x 3 ekn. If x > Ek+l 1 then x > E,, Z enk and also, as seen above, 
x > ekn. Analogously, if x’ > E,, k+ 1 then x > ek. and x 2 enk. In both 
cases, (8) holds. Suppose that x < Ek+ 1 1 and x < E, k + 1. Then in (7) we 
must have 2 < t < k; therefore x > E,,k’_t+z > ek,, V Lnk. 
We have shown that x E Fk C F, as desired. ??
Define now a new set T = T(e, E) by 
T(e, E) := 
( 
6 [ekn, Ekr] 
k=l 1 
Note that T depends only on ei,, e,i, Ei,, and EIi, for i = 1,. . . , n. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf e and E satisfy (61, then F = T. 
Proof. We have T = U k,rIkr, where Ik,. := lek,, V en,., Ekl A E,,l. 
Since 
Ik, = tekn v enr, Ekrl ” lekr’ Ekl * Elr1 
= FJknlm] U F,[lkllr], 
we deduce, from Theorem 5, that Ik, C F(e, EI. Therefore, T C F. The 
inclusion F c T is obvious. ??
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COROLLARY 2. Assume e and E satisfy (6) and, moreover, there exist 
numbers a,,, uni, bin, b,i, i = 1, . . . , n, such that 
ein = ai, V bi,, eni = uni v b n, 1 E,, 2 a,,i v bj,> 
e nn G uin v bnj 
(9) 
foraZli,j= l,..., n. Then F(e, E) coincides with the set 
Proof. The inclusion F = T c T * is obvious. We now show that T * C F. 
The set T * is clearly the union of the intervals 
lkr := Iakn v bnr, Ekl * E,rl 
= iakn ’ bnr, Ekr] U F,[lkllr], 
since, by (6) and (91, Ek, E jkr. 
To prove that T * c F, it is enough to show that, for al1 k and r, we have 
that is, 
[uk,, V b,,, Ekr] = [enn> E,,, A En,] u iekn ’ enr> Ekrl> (l”) 
and then apply Theorem 5. If uk,, V b,, > bk, V anr then uk,, V b,, = ek,, 
V en,., and (10) holds trivially. Suppose akn V b,, < b,, V anr. From (9) we 
have F,, A E,, > E,, > anr V bk,. It follows that E,, A E,, > ek,, V enr; 
that is, F[knlrn] is the interval [en,,, Ekr]. From the last condition of (9) we 
get (10). ??
6. REMARK ON THE PREVIOUS SECTION 
The definitions of Fk, F, T, and T*, as wel1 as the conditions (61, (91, etc., 
given for the matrices e and E, can be presented for an arbitrary lattice _Y 
instead of the real numbers. It is easy to check that Theorem 5 and its 
corollaries remain true in case -E” is a chain. 
‘bl A 0 ‘4 fl [u ‘q v v] = (*y ‘a),g = (x ‘*a)d 
‘IJ =: *YJ ‘(s ‘_L) # ((‘r) jr ‘?g =: “2 
‘2) =: “*a ‘(b’d) # ([‘t) jr C!a =: $3 
‘r+c=C+?>r+y j! V 
p+pr+t J 1 ?l qr\v =>” 
‘i+z?=y+~ 3r qvv 
‘y+~>c+z9~+~ 3! 1 
=: T!a 
V 
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7. THE SINGULAR VALUE RANGE OF A PRODUCT 
In this section, a solution to Problem 1 is presented. 
Let ~yi > ... > (Y, and pi > *.* > /3,, be given nonnegative real num- 
bers. By Theorem 1, the range of possible singular values of AB, where A 
and B vary on the sets of complex IZ X n matrices with singular values 
al>..., (Y, and Pi, . . . , &, respectively, is 
Applying Corollary 1 with eij = Ei, = cq pj, we obtain 
THEOREM 6. Given a real number 7, there exist complex n X n matrices 
A and B with singular values czl, . . . , CY, and P1, . . . , B,,, respectively, such 
that y is a singular vake of AB if and only if 
This result is due to R. C. Thompson [SI. In that paper the result is 
presented under the assumption (which involves no loss of generality) that 
LY] & 2 (Y, Bi. This inequality implies that the second term in the above 
intersection is just [ cx, /3,, a1 &], which clearly contains the first term (cf. [8, 
Theorem 21). 
The condition in Theorem 6 also describes the range of possible eigenval- 
ues of a product of two Hermitian matrices with eigenvalues (mi > *** > (Y, 
> 0 and Bi > ... > p,,, since (1) is the precise restriction on the kth 
eigenvalue of such a product [3]. 
8. THE SINGULAR VALUE RANGE OF A SUM 
Let again (Y, > ... > (Y, and Pi > -1. > P,, be nonnegative real num- 
bers. By Theorem 2, the range of possible singular values of A + B, with A 
and B as in the previous section, is 
[W+n ü 
i [ k=l “EL 
tak+i - P”-i ’ Bk+i - an-il, 
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Applying Corollary 2 with Eij := cq + pj, aij := q - P,_j+l, bij := Pi 
- CY,_~+~, and eij := aij v bij, we obtain 
THEOREM 7. Given a real number y, there exist complex n X n matrices 
A and B with singular values CY~, . . . , CY, and &, . . . , fi,,, respectively, such 
that y is a singular value of A + B if and only if y E R, fa T * where 
This result is also due to R. C. Thompson [8]. There it is presented under 
the assumption (which involves no loss of generality) that czr > pi. This 
inequality implies that the second term in the intersection T * contains the 
interval [0, (mi + pr], whence 
R+n T* = [W+fI 0 [q - &, 
k=l 
(cf. [8, Theorem 11). 
9. THE INVARIANT FACTOR RANGE OF A PRODUCT 
Let 9 be a principal ideal domain, a, I 0-a 1 al and b, l -** I b, fixed 
elements of 3’. From the remarks in Section 4, we can say that an element 
c E 9 is an invariant factor of a product AB, where A and B are n X n 
nonsingular matrices over LZ with invariant factors ai,. . . , a, and b,, . . . , b,, 
respectively, if and only if 
c E (j [km{ ak+ibn_i :O < i < n - k},gcd{aibk-i+l:l G i G kl] 
k=l 
where we have used the notation [u, v] := {x E 9 : u 1 x 1 v}. 
Since divisibility is not in genera1 a total order, we cannot, as remarked in 
Section 6, simplify this condition as we have done in the previous sections. 
This can only be done in the local case, exactly as in Section 7. Iet p be an 
arbitrary prime in 9, and (mi > **. > cy, and & > *** > & nonnegative 
integers. Then we have 
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THEOREM 8. Given an integer y, there exist n X n matrices A and B 
over ,y;pI with invariant factors p*‘, . . . , ~“11 and p pl, . . . , p pn, respectively, 
such that p y is an invariant factor of AB if and only if 
10. FINAL REMARKS 
(1) Some results are known conceming the invariant factors of the sum of 
two matrices over a principal ideal domain with given invariant factors [6, 7, 
101. We make no attempt here to describe the range of individual invariant 
factors of such sums. We merely remark that, for the local case, necessary 
and sufficient conditions are known describing the allowable complete list of 
invariant factors of such sums [6, Theorem 3.11. 
(2) As noted in [3], for individual eigenvalues of sums of arbitrary 
Hermitian matrices with prescribed spectra there exists a result analogous to 
Theorem 1, with multiplication replaced by adchtion. We then see that 
Corollary 1 gives a result analogous to Theorem 6 in that setting. The latter is 
also a consequente of [12, Theorem l], where the corresponchng problem for 
eigenvalues of sums of normal matrices is solved. 
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